Chain Reaction
2-4 Players

Set off a chain reaction to make the
longest chain of cards!
www.JankenDeck.com/Kings
The Story:
Scientifically select cards from your hand to build the longest chain reaction!

The Object:
Have the longest chain by the end of the game.

The Deck:
Remove the Jokers and Kingdom Cards.

The Deal:
Deal 7 cards to each player and put the draw pile in the center of the table.

The Play:
Play starts with the player to the left of the dealer.
On your first turn you may begin with any card from your hand. Start by playing your first card next to
the draw pile. As you continue you will add cards by stacking them downwards towards yourself.
After playing, you may continue to add to your chain with more cards but only if the card you play has
two parts in common with the previous one. For example, if you play One Red Coin, you can play any
One Red card, One Coin card or Red Coin card on it next. Each time you are able to play two or more
cards in the same turn you are making a “Chain Reaction”.
When you have played as many cards as you can, draw from the draw pile until you have 7 cards in
your hand again.
When you start your turn again you will build on to the same chain from the last card. If you can play a
card with two parts in common with the last card you can keep adding to your chain after that.
If you do not have a card with two parts in common you may play one card if it has one part in common
as the previous card. Draw one card to complete your hand of seven cards and then end your turn.
If you do not have any cards with one part in common with the previous card, you may exchange your
cards for seven new cards from the draw pile and then make a play if you can. Put your old cards on the
bottom of the draw pile. If they ask, you may need to show the other players that you did not have a
play available to you before you draw new cards.
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Build the longest chain of linked cards!

The Play (continued):
If you can play all seven of your cards in a chain reaction, draw seven new cards from the draw pile.
You can continue playing if you have cards to continue your chain reaction.

The End:
Continue playing until there are no more cards left in the draw pile. When a player runs out of cards OR
if any player is unable to add to their chain at the start of their turn, then the game is over.
Each player counts the number of cards in their chain. The player with the highest number wins!

Players build out
from the Draw Pile
Draw Pile

Each player plays on
their own stack
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Build the longest chain of linked cards!

To build onto this chain
reaction, play any 3 Blue card,
3 Coin card or Blue Coin card.
If you can’t start a chain
reaction when your turn
begins, play just one card with
one Part in common: any 3,
Coin or Blue card. If you can’t
do that, trade in your hand for
7 new cards.

A Chain Reaction of cards where
each card has two Parts in
common than the one above it.
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